CUT IT OUT!

FOR ANY TYPE OF GRADIENT — that is all you have to do when you program the LKB ULTROGRAD® gradient mixer. A pair of scissors is all you need to cut the gradient profile for exactly the type of gradient you require. Our technician has just cut three, and he now indicates that he will use the one in the scanning window. When he has set the scanning rate and the duration of the run, he will switch on and the ULTROGRAD will take over—automatically producing the gradient. He can program any type of gradient you like to name, from as many as three liquids at once. With an optional level sensor, you can also monitor absorbance levels in an eluate and automatically vary the gradient, to provide greater separation of eluted components.
The new Reichert OmU3 Ultramicrotome: exclusive darkfield alignment permits fast, one-pass positioning.

The new OmU3's unique darkfield alignment system enables the operator to position the knife in one pass, quickly and positively, without damaging specimen or knife. Its simple operation makes technician training easier, saves sectioning time, and greatly reduces the chance for error.

Another exclusive feature is instant start/stop thermal feed. Sectioning can be stopped and a section removed. Without delay or readjustment, sectioning may be resumed at the originally set thickness. Cutting and recycling speeds are controlled independently. Sections can be cut at slow speeds and the knife recycled at a faster speed. The integral Reflexomat water pump allows filling the knife boat remotely to eliminate interruption of serial sections. For a convincing demonstration of the new Reichert OmU3, contact your American Optical representative and send for our new, detailed booklet.

American Optical Corporation
Scientific Instrument Division - Buffalo, N.Y. 14215
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This 103-page collection, containing nearly 4,000 references, is a comprehensive and up-to-date reference work on books, journals, articles and other literature concerned with issues of science and society. The bibliography is primarily designed for use in physical science and social studies courses in high schools and colleges. It is useful to both scientists and laymen concerned with this subject. Prepared by Howard T. Bausum.

The bibliography is priced at $1.00 per copy, or 75¢ each for ten or more copies.

Orders totaling $5.00 or less must be accompanied by your remittance.

Name

Street

City State Zip

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION for the ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
Department SE2
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20005
ACCEPT A FREE 10 DAY TRIAL OF ANY UNITRON MICROSCOPE

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY

A salesman's demonstration only gives you about 30 minutes to examine a microscope, hardly the best conditions for a critical appraisal.

But UNITRON's unique Free 10 Day Trial gives you the opportunity to evaluate any model in your own laboratory at your convenience.

Prove its value in your own application before you decide to purchase... all without cost or obligation.

ASK FOR YOUR FREE MICROSCOPE CATALOG

Choose from a complete line of budget-priced microscopes for Research, Industry and Education including metallurgical, biological, stereoscopic, polarizing, measuring, and student models. See for yourself, as have thousands of other buyers, why UNITRON means MORE MICROSCOPE FOR THE MONEY.

Please send UNITRON's Microscope Catalog No. A-4

Name______________________
Company______________________Dept.___
Address______________________
City______________________State_________Zip_________

UNITRON INSTRUMENT COMPANY
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Rudolf Partsch wanted to repeal Murphy's Law. Thus, the world's easiest-to-operate Electron Microscope.

"What I want," said Rudolf Partsch of Carl Zeiss, Inc. to the designers in Oberkochen, West Germany, "is a totally reliable, extremely easy-to-operate, compact electron microscope with good resolution (7A) in the 0-60,000x range. And I want it at a low price." He wanted an electron microscope for researchers and teachers interested in electron microscopic studies, not electron microscopes—an instrument designed for everyday use.

The Zeiss EM9S-2 with fully automatic camera system, foolproof airlock, and fingertip controls is what he got. And it looks as though Mr. Partsch really had a keen insight into the needs of a large section of the American scientific community... judging both by the reception this instrument has had, and by the numerous attempts to copy it. The copies never catch up, because Partsch keeps in regular contact with users, to find out what kind of modifications can be made to keep abreast of research's ever-changing requirements. When he finds one, he gets it incorporated post haste into the design. And, what's more, makes it available for incorporation into previously sold instruments. Because ease-of-modification is a feature inherent in the original uncomplicated design, a Zeiss Electron Microscope never gets old.

For the whole story, contact Partsch. He'll send you complete specifications and the illustrated brochure "How to Operate the World's Easiest-to-Operate Electron Microscope."

You can reach him by phone at: (212) 736-6070.
Or write Carl Zeiss, Inc., 444 5th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10018.
Canada: 45 Valleybrook Drive, Don Mills 405, Ontario.

Ask for leasing and time payment terms.

Nationwide service. Circle No. 5 on Readers' Service Card.
SCIENTIFIC, ENGINEERING, TECHNICAL MANPOWER COMMENTS, monthly periodical. $10.00 per year; 2 years, $18.00; 3 years, $25.00.

A monthly news summary of current developments affecting the recruitment, training and utilization of scientific, engineering, and technical manpower. Special sections include current information on supply and demand, the military draft, education, pending legislation and new publications of interest to producers and users of technical manpower. Occasionally an issue is devoted to a single topic such as the job market for scientists and engineers.

SALARIES OF SCIENTISTS, ENGINEERS AND TECHNICIANS, A Summary of Salary Surveys. $5.00 per copy.
An 88-page biennial report including detailed information on starting and advanced salaries in industry, government and educational institutions with breakdowns by field and highest degree, field and academic rank, Civil Service grade, and years since degree. 81 Tables, 18 Charts.

DRAFT ACT, Regulations Governing Selective Service Classifications, Deferrals, and Appeals. Single copies, 50¢; 25 copies, $8.00; $20.00 per hundred.
A booklet detailing the current regulations, qualifications and procedures for obtaining deferment and appealing classifications.

THE DRAFT LOTTERY AND YOU. Single copies, $1.00; 10 or more copies, 75¢ each.
The operation of the lottery system and its interrelationship with the various groups of men eligible for deferment in each of the several deferrable categories is explained. Available classification are described.

DRAFT FACTS FOR STUDENTS AND GRADUATES. Single copies, $1.00; 10 or more copies, 75¢ each.
Questions and answers about student, occupational, dependency, and fatherhood deferments, conscientious objection, physical disqualification, appeal and personal appearance procedures, order of calls for induction, the lottery and how it works, and the rules governing the various selection groups. Completely cross-indexed, it also includes information on service options and opportunities, and sources for specialized information on military service and the draft.

SEARCH, Science Engineering And Related Career Hints. Single copies, $1.00; 10 or more copies, 75¢ each.
An extensive bibliography of career information in science and engineering, with complete source addresses, costs, etc.

TEST YOURSELF FOR SCIENCE. Single copies, $1.00; 25 or more copies, 50¢ each.
A novel career booklet to "test" an elementary or secondary student's interests in various fields of science—chemistry, biology, mathematics, geology, physics—and engineering.
Perhaps including the person who intercepted your copy. Don't be without Catalog S — it's newly enlarged with over 1000 carbon-14 and tritium labeled compounds, and we've added sections for 90 radionuclides, 160 sources, and our family of LSC fluors. Just circle the inquiry number and we'll send you another copy.

New England Nuclear
575 Albany Street, Boston, Mass. 02118
Customer Service: (617) 482-9595
Canada: NEN Canada Ltd., Dorval, Quebec.
Tel: (514) 638-4971
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Science and Public Problems

There has been an increasing interest in the application of science and technology to public problems (see, for example, the President’s Message to Congress, 16 March 1972). Under a grant from the Office of Intergovernmental Science Programs of the National Science Foundation to Speaker Perry B. Duryea, Jr., the Assembly Scientific Staff of the New York State Legislature ran a single ad in the Sunday New York Times, and a single classified ad in Science (11 Feb. 1972, p. 677) for a Principal Scientific Adviser. In addition, 175 letters were sent to government agencies and universities announcing the position.

As of the cutoff date (1 March 1972), 355 replies had been received, half from the ad in Science, 16 from women, and 6 from foreign countries. Exactly 300 respondents had doctoral degrees, and the average age of the respondents was 42. Fields of interest were about equally divided between the biological and physical sciences. Clearly, 79 people were unemployed, and 36 were ambiguous. All were told, unfortunately only by means of a form letter, of the substantial response, but 128 wrote twice or more.

The Assembly Scientific Staff was established in February 1971 by Speaker Duryea to bring scientific and technological expertise to the legislative process. It is the first day-to-day legislative scientific advisory group. When we anticipate and respond to requests, in addition to our own resources we call upon experts in universities, professional societies, industries, and government, and summarize the problem in straightforward English.

A crucial point in the application of science is that legislators, being politically accountable, must be able to demonstrate favorable results to their constituents every year in the same way that a businessman, being financially accountable, must show a profit every year. Scientists who wish to participate in the solution of public problems (and from the data above, there seem to be many) must learn to function in this climate of the real world and merchandise their product of problem-solving with attention to a market that often doesn’t understand what science really can do. In this matter, professional societies such as the American Association for the Advancement of Science could accept a real challenge.

Seville Chapman
Assembly Scientific Staff,
Capitol Building,
Albany, New York 12224

NOW... A wholly different concept for teaching with the microscope

It looks different. It is different. It’s totally designed for science teaching. Academic StereoZoom Microscope by Bausch & Lomb lets science students relate to the specimen being studied without having to take a course in microscopy first.

This unique Bausch & Lomb microscope combines stereovision with an exclusive zoom magnification that makes for a natural relationship between the student and the specimen. Scanning the field at low magnification or zooming to a specific detail at higher magnification is as non-technical as watching a quarterback on TV. And list prices for this American-made microscope start at $144.

There is no longer an illumination problem. The turn of a knob allows selection of reflected light, transmitted light or a combination of the two, and it uses just one light bulb!

These new instruments are well built, with every safeguard to prevent damage to assure long, maintenance-free, lifetime use.

You have a need to know what’s new. Write for the new catalog 31-2395 and our free demonstration offer, today.

Bausch & Lomb
Scientific Instrument Division
7741 Bausch Street, Rochester, N. Y. 14602
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Saunders books don’t fill shelves. They fill minds.

Villee, Walker, Barnes:
GENERAL ZOOLOGY
New Fourth Edition

The New Fourth Edition of this standard introductory text has been thoroughly updated and revised. More than 75% of the material on ecology, evolution and behavior is brand new, written especially for this edition. Dr. Robert Barnes, one of the nation’s leading vertebrate zoologists, has joined the list of authors. His authoritative material on invertebrates is all new, up-to-date and thoroughly complete. The information on physiology, reproduction, and development has been extensively reorganized and expanded. Most of the brilliantly drawn illustrations are either new or substantially refurbished. More than ever, General Zoology stands as a highly readable, valuable and completely unified treatment of the entire field of zoology.


Porter:
HERPETOLOGY

This definitive and interesting text provides the student with a clear understanding and appreciation of the evolution and environmental role of amphibians and reptiles. No other single source offers such a skillful integration of current scientific knowledge on paleontology, morphology, physiology, phylogeny and adaptive processes. The author has created a particularly comprehensive study which encompasses the entire classes Amphibia and Reptilia—not just extant or regional forms. The author explains environmental adaptations, moisture and temperature relations, reproductive isolations, population dynamics, and man’s interaction with herpetiles. Over 700 illustrations, many original, underscore this superb overview.


Vaughan:
MAMMALOLOGY

A skillful integration of taxonomic and ecologic concepts—leading the student to a clear understanding and appreciation of the diversity of form and function within the class Mammalia. Selected aspects of mammalian biology are examined, such as behavioral traits, reproductive processes, ecological factors, and adjustments in metabolism. The text contains a comprehensive list of outstanding general references plus citations of specific research papers. In addition, the liberal use of excellent drawings and photographs— including many of mammals in their natural habitats—enlivens and augments this remarkably unified and interesting text.


W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY
West Washington Square, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105

Science 2-9-73

Please send me the following books on 30-day approval:

☐ For my personal library—bill me ☐ For adoption consideration

Order no. and author  Course Title  Present Text

Name  School  Zip

9 FEBRUARY 1973
We make stills that make distilled water. Even for people who sell it in bottles.

It costs less to make your own distilled water with one of our stills than buy it from people who sell it in bottles.

We know.

We've been making stills and water purification equipment for almost one-hundred years. Whatever kind of water you need in your lab or business, we've got something that can make it cheaper.

We make stills that make a little or a lot of distilled water. From ½ to 1000 gallons an hour. Distilled water that's sterile and pyrogen free with less than 1 ppm total dissolved solids*.

And we make modular stills so you can make the Barnstead system you buy today give you the water you need tomorrow. You don't have to buy a lot of water equipment you don't need. Until you need it.

We make our stills with metal and line them with pure tin. Because pure tin just won't contaminate. And metal just won't shatter.

And we make both automatic and manual operating stills.

Some with storage tanks and some without. Plus all the meters and accessories that make it easier to make your own distilled water whenever you need it.

If you have any reason to use distilled water, you have every reason to talk to your laboratory supply dealer about us.

Barnstead. The people who know everything you need to know about water.

*Values will vary depending upon local water conditions.

Use the reader service card in this book to get our complete "Pick-A-Still" Catalog.
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Grow Power.

The JSM-U3. It grows with you. For a little more than the cost of something similar, you can have a scanning microscope unlike any other. Our JSM-U3. It's designed to expand with your needs and meet your exact requirements. Standard features include 100Å resolution routinely guaranteed. Plus a eucentric goniometer stage with specimen airlock and up to 50 kV accelerating voltage. Also look for TV scanning accessories for dynamic observation. Consider optional capabilities and accessories like our energy dispersive x-ray analyzers. For separate composite and topographical information, add our patented back scatter electron detection system. We further provide optional tensile, heating and cooling stages and fully focusing wavelength spectrometers. All this is backed by JEOL reliability, performance and established service with over eight years experience in the United States. Small wonder there are over 100 of these instruments in use throughout this country. And close to 600 of them in use worldwide. Small wonder that, like the U3, the numbers are growing.

The JEM-100B. Grow no further. This is the new standard of comparison. No other electron microscope offers the sophistication of our 100B. This high performance instrument routinely demonstrates better than 2Å resolution, a 0.1Å per minute contamination rate, yet is extremely simple to operate. It's highly automated with a prealigned column. Options include full scanning, scanning transmission (STEM) capabilities and two new electron guns - "cool" beam and field emission. The 100B and its host of options may be seen at our demonstration centers throughout the world. There you'll find an instrument that offers the maximum in performance and versatility today with tomorrow's capabilities already being perfected. Our 100B - the standard of comparison for today and tomorrow.

Learn more about the U3 and the 100B from JEOL, 477 Riverside Ave., Medford, Massachusetts 02155. (617) 396-6021.
Everyone likes a quiet bath

No moving parts to make noise, vibrate or wear out. Thelco® Baths use gravity convection for quiet, gentle, predictable mixing without mechanical stress. This also makes them long lasting, 20 years service is not unusual. An adjustable diffuser shelf changes the chamber depth to either 5 or 7 inches for a wide range of applications. They're as much at home in the analytical chemistry laboratory as in serological work. And, of course, you can depend on them for Thelco's famous temperature uniformity, always within ±0.3°C at 37°C, ±0.4°C at 56°C.

Get complete performance data from your Precision Scientific Dealer or write us. Precision Scientific Co., 3737 W. Cortland St., Chicago, III. 60647. Sales Offices in Boston, New York, Buffalo, Philadelphia, Charlotte, Atlanta, Cleveland, Chicago, Houston, Los Angeles, San Francisco.

Assay Principle / Criteria of Purity / Stability / Applications

Klett Summerson
Photoelectric Colorimeter

No. 800-3
Test Tube Model

KLETT COLONY MARKER and TALLY

This instrument takes the drudgery and error out of the counting of bacterial colonies.
29–30. **Rural Health**, American Medical Assoc., Dallas, Tex. (B. L. Bible, AMA, 535 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 60610)


29–31. **Northwest Scientific Assoc.**, Waila Walla, Wash. (G. H. Deitschman, U.S. Forest Service, P.O. Box 469, Moscow, Idaho 83843)


31. New Jersey **Acad. of Science**, West Long Branch. (M. L. Brain, Box 61, Cranbury, N.J. 08512)


---

**April**


2–3. Conference on **Chlorinate Dibenzo-kis and Dibenzo-furans**: Chemistry, Analytical Methodology, Environmental Aspects, Toxicology, Biochemical Actions, Natl. Inst. of Environmental Health Sciences, Research Triangle Park, N.C. (J. A. Moore, Natl. Inst. of Environmental Health Sciences, Research Triangle Park 27709)


3–5. **Reliability Physics** Symp., Inst. of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Las Vegas, Nev. (H. Laufferburger, IIT Research Inst., 10 W. 35 St., Chicago, Ill. 60616)

3–13. Education of Teachers for **Integrated Science**, Committee on Teaching of Science, International Council of Scientific Unions, College Park, Md. (M. Dietz, Science Teaching Center, Univ. of Maryland, College Park 20742)


5–7. West Virginia **Acad. of Science**, Fairmont. (E. A. Bartholomew, West Virginia Univ., Morgantown 26506)


7–12. American College of **Allergists**, Atlanta, Ga. (E. Bauers, 2100 Dain Tower, Minneapolis, Minn. 55402)

7–12. **Wound Healing**, intern. symp., Rotterdam, Netherlands. (Gerrit J. Mulder Foundation, c/o Rotterdam Medical Faculty & Holland Organising Centre, The Hague, Netherlands)


8–13. American **Chemical Soc.**, 165th natl., Dallas, Tex. (Meetings Manager, ACS, 1155 16th St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20036)


---

**Show Off!**

Mallinckrodt's new, exclusive transparent See-Thru package shows off its carbon-14 and tritium labeled compounds, for instant identification and safety inspection before you open it.

What's more, it cradles containers against damage in transit.

Ampoules and vials are foam-cushioned in a clear-top plastic box enclosed in a transparent heat sealed polyethylene sleeve. All but the outer shipping carton itself is entirely transparent, making everything clearly visible at a glance.

This new see-thru packaging now protects most of Mallinckrodt's catalog carbon-14 and tritium labeled compounds... another dimension in the high quality of Mallinckrodt labeled compounds.

Contact us now about the added protection you get with the new "show-off" package. Also available: Mallinckrodt's newest catalog of 850 labeled compounds... it's yours free.
9-11. Frontiers in Education, Education Group of the Inst. of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, West Lafayette, Ind. (Meetings Officer, IEEE, 345 E. 47 St., New York 10017)
9-12. Interaction of Particle Beams with Surfaces, Lancaster, England. (Meetings Officer, Inst. of Physics, 47 Belgrave Sq., London SW1X 8QX, England)
9-12. American Assoc. of Anatomists, New York, N.Y. (J. E. Paul, Dept. of Anatomy, Univ. of Arkansas School of Medicine, Little Rock 72201)
12-14. American Assoc. of Physical Anthropologists, Dallas, Tex. (E. I. Fry, Dept. of Anthropology, Box 339, Southern Methodist Univ., Dallas 75222)
12-16, Association of Southeastern Biologists, Bowling Green, Ky. (M. L. Gilbert, Biology Dept., Florida Southern College, Lakeland 33802)
13. Utah Acad. of Sciences, Arts and Letters, Logan. (H. Buehanan, Dept. of Botany, Weber State College, Ogden 84403)
13-14. Socio-Economics of Health Care, American Medical Assoc., Chicago, Ill. (J. Rowland, Div. of Medical Practice, AMA, 535 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 60610)
16-18. Nonlinear Elasticity, Madison, Wis. (G. G. Moran, Mathematics Research Center, Univ. of Wisconsin, 610 Walnut St., Madison 53706)
Meet fifteen new Olympus Microscopes:

The universal research microscope AH/VANOX

Olympus meets change with change, and offers you the most flexible research microscope ever. Its rugged, modern, square-line stand contains a wide choice of application-oriented options that let you modify its configuration to suit your own use. You choose from four light sources, bright field or dark field contrast, phase contrast, fluorescence, from achromats to plan apochromats three stages, interference contrast—transmitted and reflected light. The new Olympus AH/VANOX modular concept increases your opportunities to build a system around your own requirements by providing a complete range of Olympus accessories. They include objective lens combinations and modular attachment camera systems that can be used with other Olympus microscopes. An economy without sacrificing quality. Find out how you can give your lab ultimate capabilities. Your Olympus dealer can give you more details, or send the coupon.

Which of our electronic potentiostats is for you?

A newly expanded line of Wenking Electronic Potentiostats for various electrochemical investigations is now available.

Choose from four basic series: 'fast rise' and/or high output voltage models (with output swing of ±100 V); a 'high current' model (output current to ± 10 amps); several standard models, and an inexpensive laboratory model for routine requirements. Accessory systems, including a high precision voltmeter and motor potentiometers, are also available.

Which Wenking is for you? Complete literature describing all Wenking models, the world's most widely used electronic potentiostats, is available free on request to help you decide. Just write: Wenking Division, Brinkmann Instruments, Cantague Road, Westbury, N.Y. 11590. In Canada write: Brinkmann Instruments (Canada) Ltd., 50 Galaxy Boulevard, Rexdale (Toronto), Ontario.

Wenking Potentiostats

A division of
BRINKMANN
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Send information on the AH/VANOX

On the complete Olympus line.

Contact me to set up a demonstration.

OLYMPUS

CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Send information

On the complete

Contact me to set

OLYMPUS

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS DIVISION

3 Nevada Drive, New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040

(Telephone: 516-488-3880)

Name:

Title:

Address:
From the most experienced source for Environmental Rooms

- Long, dependable operating life
- Over 500 standard sizes and temperature models for new construction and existing installations. Others on request.
- Modular construction for maximum flexibility and economy

Standard and custom units for temperature, humidity, vacuum and pressure applications
- Factory service available locally, immediately
- Widely used in medical schools, pharmaceutical and chemical companies for storage and research

Call or write today for information to:

Relialab by Tenney

1090 Springfield Rd., Union, N.J. 07083  (201) 688-7870  (212) 962-6332

Oldest and largest manufacturer of environmental facilities in the world.
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THE NO-SHAKE SHAKER

This heavy-duty, large-capacity tier shaker shakes large numbers of flasks—not your lab. With a full load of 432 flasks, it runs smoothly and quietly, yet never needs to be bolted to the floor. Run it at speeds up to 300 rpm and it won't budge or creep year-after-year. A solid state electronic controller gives precise and repeatable speed settings.

Send today for Bulletin G505/273

NEW BRUNSWICK SCIENTIFIC CO., INC.
1130 SOMERSET ST., NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J. 08903  (201) 846-4020
With NBS, Advanced Technology is a Way of Life.
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TERMINAL DEOXYNUCLEOTIDYL TRANSFERASE
Catalog No. 0730
100 units $45.00  500 units $195.00
Available from stock
Shipped in dry ice

This is the latest addition to P-L Biochemicals, on-going program of enzymes for molecular biology. A condensed list of specifications is given below. Write or call for a comprehensive Product Data Sheet.

IUB Name: deoxyribonucleosidetriphosphate: oligodeoxyribonucleotidy1 transferase (terminal) (2.7.7.x)
Cali Thymus Gland
Prep: Purified by Column Chromatography
Activity: Minimum 5,000-10,000 units/mg. protein. One unit catalyzes the incorporation of 1 nanomole deoxyadenylate into acid insoluble product per hour.

Synonyms: terminal addition enzyme, addase, Bollum's enzyme.

(414) 271-0667, Telex 26881

PL biochemicals, inc.
1037 WEST MCKINLEY AVENUE, MILWAUKEE, WIS 53205
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18–20. Great Lakes Research, 16th conf., Intern. Assoc. for Great Lakes Research, Columbus, Ohio (C. E. Herenden, College of Biological Sciences, Ohio State Univ., Columbus 43210)


19–21. Southern Soc. for Philosophy and Psychology, Knoxville, Tenn. (M. Loeb, Dept. of Psychology, Univ. of Louisville, Louisville, Ky.)

20–21. Illinois State Acad. of Science, Urbana. (N. R. Brewer, ISAS, 5757 S. Drexel Ave., Chicago)


23–25. Instrument Soc. of America, 19th annual instrumentation symp., 14th chemical and petroleum instrumentation symp., Process Measurement and Control Div. symp., St. Louis, Mo. (J. L. Kern, Monsanto Co., 800 N. Lindbergh St., St. Louis 63166)


23–30. American Soc. for Clinical Investigation, Atlantic City, N.J. (P. Calabresi, Roger Williams General Hospital, Providence, R.I. 02908)


---

**Working with OLIGONUCLEOTIDES?**

**Collaborative Research, Inc. gives you any defined sequence**

**PLUS**

For more information about synthetic oligonucleotides, template/primers for reverse transcriptase and other polyamers, insolubilized oligonucleotides for affinity chromatography, and our other research products and services, just call us at 617-899-1133 Ext. 34. Or, use the handy coupon, or write us at Dept. S-6.

---

**Write for Technical Bulletin Circle No. 81 on Readers’ Service Cord**
The ISCO Model 640 density gradient fractionator produces a continuous absorbance profile as the gradient is fractionated into a built in collector. All automatically. The results... perfect quantitative peaks.

It resolves zones undetectable by other methods. And it plots their exact location. Measuring the area under each peak precisely determines the mass of material in each zone.

All standard ultracentrifuge tubes fit the ISCO universal flow cell for absorbance scanning at 254 or 280 μm. A selection of ten flow rates and twelve fraction sizes optimizes performance with different tubes and applications.

For more information on this and other ISCO equipment, write for our catalog.

Sincoff, Center for Communication Studies, Ohio Univ., Athens 45201
26-28. Louisiana Acad. of Sciences, Monroe. (B. F. Dowden, Dept. of Biological Sciences, Louisiana State Univ., Shreveport 71105)
26-28. Ohio Acad. of Science, Cleveland. (J. H. Melvin, OAS, 445 King Ave., Columbus 43201)
27-28. Georgia Acad. of Science, Atlanta. (E. A. Stanley, Dept. of Geology, Univ. of Georgia, Athens 30601)
27-28. Iowa Acad. of Science, Grinnell. (R. W. Hanson, Dept. of Chemistry, Univ. of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls 50613)
28. Society for Investigative Dermatology, Atlantic City, N.J. (J. S. Strauss, Boston Univ. Medical Center, 80 E. Concord St., Boston, Mass. 02118)
28-29. Montana Acad. of Sciences, Dillon. (R. E. Juday, Dept. of Chemistry, Univ. of Montana, Missoula 59801)
29-1. Classification Soc., North American Branch, 4th annual, Atlanta, Ga. (F. J. Rohlf, Dept. of Biology, State Univ. of New York, Stony Brook 11790)
29-3. American Ceramic Soc., Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio. (F. P. Reid, ACSI, 65 Ceramic Dr., Columbus 43201)
29-3. American Oil Chemists Soc., New Orleans, La. (J. Lyon, AOCS, 508 S. 6 St., Champaign, Ill. 61820)
30-12. Lindau Psychotherapy Weeks, Assoc. for Psychotherapeutic Training, Lindau, Germany. (H. Stolze, D-8 München 81, Adalbert-Stifter-Strasse 31)

1-3. Industrial Waste, 28th annual conf., West Lafayette, Ind. (D. W. Hawkins, Room 308, Civil Engineering Bldg., Purdue Univ., West Lafayette 47907)
1-4. Virginia Acad. of Science, Williamsburg. (R. C. Berry, 5907 Brookfield Rd., Richmond, Va. 23227)
2-4. International Conf. on Surgical Care, Royal College of Surgeons, Dublin, Ireland. (H. O'Flanagan, Irish Medical Assoc., 10 Fitzwilliam Pl., Dublin 2)
2-6. Proteids of Biological Fluids, 21st colloquium, Brugge, Belgium. (Colloquium on Proteids of the Biological Fluids, Simon Stevin Instituut, Jerusalemstraat 34, B-8000 Brugge)
3-5. Society for American Archaeology, San Francisco, Calif. (R. E. W. Adams, Univ. of Texas, Suite 250, 4242 Piedras Dr., San Antonio 78228)
3-6. American Assoc. for the History of Medicine, Cincinnati, Ohio. (G. Miller, Howard Dittrick Museum of Historical Medicine, 11,000 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44106)
3-5. Eastern Psychological Assoc., Washington, D.C. (M. Benimoff, Dept. of Psychology, Glassboro State College, Glassboro, N.J. 08028)
3-6. Christian Medical Soc., Dallas, Tex. (H. W. Robinson, 3909 Swiss Ave., Dallas 75214)
3-6. Association of Clinical Scientists, Tampa, Fla. (F. W. Sunderman, Jr., Univ. of Connecticut, School of Medicine, Box G, Farmington 06032)
4-5. Minnesota Acad. of Science, Northfield. (M. I. Harrigan, MAS, 3103 2nd Ave., S., Minneapolis, Minn. 55406)
4-5. North Dakota Acad. of Science, Grand Forks. (B. G. Gustafson, Div. of Continuing Education, Univ. of North Dakota, Grand Forks 58201)
4-6. American College of Apothecaries, St. Louis, Mo. (D. C. Huffman, Jr., 529 Kirk Ridge Rd., Memphis, Tenn. 38128)
4-6. American Acad. of Psychoanalysis, Honolulu, Hawaii. (J. Barnett, AAP, 40 Gramercy Park N., New York 10024)
6-11. American Soc. for Microbiology, Miami Beach, Fla. (R. W. Sarber, ASM, 1913 1 St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20006)